We propose a universal channel coding when each output distribution forms an exponential family even in a continuous output system. We propose two types of universal codes; One has the exponentially decreasing error with explicit a lower bound for the error exponent. The other attains the ǫ-capacity up to the second order. Our encoder is the same as the previous paper [CMP 289, 1087]. For our decoding process, we invent α-Rényi divergence version of Clarke and Barron's formula for Bayesian average distribution, which are not required in the previous paper. Combing this formula and the information spectrum method, we propose our universal decoder. Our method enables us to treat a universal code of the continuous and discrete cases in a unified way with the second order coding rate as well as with the exponential decreasing rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the wireless communication, the channel is described with continuous output system, e.g., additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and Gaussian fading channel. In these cases, it is not so easy to identify the channel even although the channel is stationary and memoryless. Then, it is needed to make a code that achieves good performances for any channel in a set of multiple stationary and memoryless channels, e.g. a set of MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-output) Gaussian channels (e.g. [13] , [11] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). More precisely, it is desired to construct a code that works well for any stationary and memoryless channel in a given parametric family of possible single-antenna/multi-antenna AWGN channels for a real wireless communication system.
In the discrete case, to resolve this problem, Csiszár and Körner [2] proposed universal channel coding by employing the type method. Since their code construction depends only on the input distribution and the coding rate, it does not depend on the form of the channel, which is a remarkable advantage. They also provides an explicit form of a lower bound of the exponential decreasing rate of the decoding error probability. However, their method works only when input and output system has finite cardinality. Hence, their method cannot be applied to any continuous output system while several practical system has a continuous output system. Indeed, even in the continuous output case, universal channel codes have been discussed for MIMO Gaussian channels [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , in which, this problem was often discussed in the framework of compound channel. Although the studies [22] , [16] , [17] did not cover the general discrete memoryless case, the paper [18] covered the MIMO Gaussian channels as well as the general discrete memoryless case 1 . However, they did not provide any explicit form of a lower bound of the exponential decreasing rate of the decoding error probability. Therefore, it is desired to invent a universal channel code satisfying the following two conditions. (1) The universal channel code can be applied to This research was partially supported by the MEXT Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A) No. 23246071, and was also partially supported by the National Institute of Information and Communication Technology (NICT), Japan. The Centre for Quantum Technologies is funded by the Singapore Ministry of Education and the National Research Foundation as part of the Research Centres of Excellence programme. This paper was presented in part at 2014 the International Symposium on Information Theory and Its Applications, Melbourne, Australia from 26 to 29 October 2014.
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the discrete memoryless case and the continuous case in a unified way. (2) The universal channel code has an explicit form of a lower bound of the exponential decreasing rate of the decoding error probability. Even in the discrete case, Csiszár and Körner [2] 's analysis is restricted to the case when the transmission rate is strictly smaller than the capacity. When the transmission rate equals the capacity, the asymptotic minimum error depends on the second-order coding rate [8] , [9] , [10] . For the fixed source coding and uniform random number, this kind analysis was done in [12] . Recently, with the second order rate, Polyanskiy [19] addressed a universal code in the framework of compound channel. Also the papers [6] , [7] , [20] , [21] addressed the optimal second order rate for the mixed channel. However, no study discussed the universal channel coding with the second-order coding rate for the continuous case. Hence, it is also desired to propose a universal channel code working with the second-order coding rate even with the continuous case.
Indeed, even if the input system is continuous, we usually use only finite subset of the input system for encoding. Hence, it is sufficient to realize a universal channel code for the case when the input system is finite and the output system is continuous. In a continuous system, we need an infinite number of parameters to identify a distribution when we have no assumption for the true distribution. In statistics, based on our prior knowledge, we often assume that the distribution belongs to a certain parametric family of distributions as in [18] . In particular, an exponential family is a typical example. In this paper, we employ this kind of assumption. That is, we assume that the output distribution P Y |X=x belongs to an exponential family on a general set Y for each element x of a given finite set X . As explained in Example 1, this assumption covers the usual setting with finite-discrete case because the set of all distributions on a given finite-discrete set forms an exponential family. This assumption also covers the Gaussian fading channel and the multi-antenna Gaussian channel as addressed in Example 2 and 3. Under this assumption, we provide a universal code with an explicit form of a lower bound of the exponential decreasing rate of the decoding error probability.
To construct our universal encoder, we employ the method given for the quantum universal channel coding [3] , in which, the packing lemma [2] is employed independently of the output system. That is, the paper [3] showed that the encoder given by the packing lemma can simulate the average of the decoding error probability under the random coding. Since the method by [3] does not depends on the output system, it well works with a continuous system.
To construct our universal decoder, we focus on the method given for the quantum universal channel coding [3] . The paper [3] considered a universally approximated output state by employing the type method in the sense of the maximum relative entropy. Then, it employed the decoder constructed by the information spectrum method based on the approximating states. However, in a continuous system, we cannot employ the type method. and it is not so easy to give a universally approximated output state in the sense of maximum relative entropy.
Clarke and Barron [1] showed that the Baysian average distribution well approximates any independent and identical distribution in the sense of Kullback-Leibler divergence. Its quantum extension was shown in [4] . However, they did not show this fact in the sense of maximum relative entropy. In this paper, we first show this kind of approximation in the sense of α-Rényi divergence. Then, we apply the decoder constructed by the information spectrum method based on the Baysian average distributions. Employing a method similar to [3] , we derive our lower bound of the error exponent of our universal code. We also derive the asymptotic error of our universal code with the second-order coding rate.
The remaining part of this paper is the following. In Section II, we give notations, our formulation and our error exponent, which attains the mutual information rate. In this section, we show three examples for the channels whose output distributions form an exponential family. In Section III, we give notations for th type method and our universal encoder. This part is the same as the previous paper [3] . In Section IV, based on the result by Clarke and Barron [1] , we show the α-Rényi divergence version of Clarke and Barron formula. In Section V, we prove our lower bound of our error exponent. In Section VII, we prove the universal achievability for the second order sense.
II. NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULT
We focus on an input alphabet X := {1, . . . , d} with finite cardinality and an output alphabet Y with infinite cardinality. Then, we consider a parametric family of channels {W θ } θ∈Θ from X to Y with a finitedimensional parameter set Θ ⊂ R k . In particular, we assume that {W θ,x } θ∈Θ is an exponential family for any input x ∈ X . That is, W θ,x (y) is written as W 0,x (y)e k j=1 θ j g j,x (y)−φx(θ) with generators g j,x (y). When all of output distributions are written as the above, we call the family of channels {W θ } θ∈Θ exponential. When the input element x ∈ X is fixed, the output obeys the distribution W θ,x (y)µ(dy) := W θ (y|x)µ(dy) on Y with a fixed measure µ on Y. For example, for a discrete and finite set Y, the family of channels {W θ } θ∈Θ is exponential when {W θ,x } θ∈Θ is the set of all distributions on Y for any input x. Hence, this assumption covers discrete and memoryless case.
In this paper, we address the n-fold stationary memoryless channel of W θ , i.e., we focus on the channel W θ,x n (y n ) n := n i=1 W θ,x i (y i ) with x n := (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n and y n := (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ Y n . When the set of messages is M n := {1, . . . , M n }, the encoder is given as a map E n from M n to X n , and the decoder is given as a map D n from Y n to M n . The triple Φ n := (M n , E n , D n ) is called a code, and the size M n is often written as |Φ n |. The decoding error probability is e θ (Φ n ) :
. When a distribution on X is given by a probability distribution P X , and a conditional distribution on a set Z with the condition on X is given by V , we define the joint distribution V × P X on X × Z by V × P X (x, z) := V (z|x)P X (x), and the distribution V · P X on Z by V · P X (z) := x V (z|x)P X (x). We denote the expectation under the distribution P by E P [ ]. For two distribution P and Q on Y, we define the Kullback-Leibler divergence D(P Q)
Throughout this paper, the base of the logarithm is chosen to be e. For a given channel W from X to Y and a distribution P on X , we define
with −1 < s < 0. In fact, Hölder inequality guarantees that
In particular, lim s→0 I 1+s (P, W ) coincides with the mutual information I(P, W ) := x P (x)D(W x W · P ). The quantity I 1+s (P, W ) with (2) is the same as the Gallager function [5] with different parametrization for s. Theorem 1: Given real numbers R and R 1 , a distribution P on X , and an exponential family of channels {W θ } θ there exists a sequence of codes Φ n with the size |Φ n | = e nR satisfying that
When R 1 is smaller than the mutual mutual information
is strictly positive. Then, the decoding error probability goes to zero universally. When I 1−s (P, W θ ) does not depend on θ, Lemma 1 guarantees that the lower bound of the exponent is max
Note that the Gallager's exponent is max s∈[0,1] s 1−s (I 1−s (P, W θ ) − R) [5] , which is strictly larger than ours.
Proof: Then,
When we choose s to be
Hence, we obtain (4). Theorem 2: Given real numbers R * 1 and R * 2 , a distribution P on X , and an exponential family of channels {W θ } θ there exists a sequence of codes Φ n with the size |Φ n | = e nR *
(2) When
where
Example 1 (Discrete finite set):
Consider a finite input set X = {1, . . . , m} and a finite output set Y = {0, 1, . . . , m ′ }. Then, the measure µ is chosen to be the counting measure. For parameters θ = (θ i,j ) with i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , m ′ , we define the output distributions
Then, the set of output distributions {W θ,x } θ forms an exponential family for x ∈ X . Example 2 (Gaussian fading channel): Assume that the output set Y is the set of real numbers R and the input set X is a finite set {1, . . . , m}. We choose m elements x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ R as input signals. The additive noise Z is assumed to be subject to the Gaussian distribution with the expectation b and the variance v. Then, we assume that the received signal Y is given by the scale parameter a as
The class of these channels is known as Gaussian fading channels, and its compound channel is discussed in the paper [17] . By using the three parameters θ 1 := 1 v , θ 2 := a v , and θ 3 := b v , the channel is given as
Hence, for each input i ∈ X , although this parametrization has redundancy, the set of output distributions {W θ,i } θ forms an exponential family.
Example 3 (multi-antenna Gaussian channel):
We consider the constant multi-antenna (MIMO) Gaussian channel when the sender has t antennas and the receiver has r antennas. Then, the output set Y is given as the set of r-dimensional real numbers R r and the input set X is given as a finite set {1, . . . , m}. In this case, the sender chooses m elements x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ R t as input signals. The r-dimensional additive noise Z is assumed to be subject to the r-dimensional Gaussian distribution with the expectation b ∈ R d and the covariance matrix v i,i ′ . We assume that the received signal Y is written by a r × t matrix (a i,j ) as
The class of these channels is known as constant multi-antenna Gaussian channels [11] . Then, we define three kinds of parameters: The symmetric matrix
Then, the channel is given as
III. UNIVERSAL ENCODER AND TYPE METHOD In this section, we define our universal encoder for a given distribution P on X and a real number R 1 < H(P ) by the same way as [3] . Although the contents of this section is the same as a part of [3] , since the paper [3] is written with quantum terminology, we repeat the same contents as a part of [3] for readers' convenience. First, we prepare notation for type method. Given an element x n ∈ X n , we define the integer n x := |{i|x i = x}| for x ∈ X and the empirical distribution ED(x n ) := ( n 1 n , . . . , n d n ), which is called a type. The set of types is denoted by T n (X ). For P ∈ T n (X ), a subset of X n is defined by:
T P := {x n ∈ X n |The empirical distribution of x is equal to P }.
Hence, we define the distribution
Then, using a constant c n,P , we have
for x ′ n ∈ T P . Here, the constant c n,P is bounded as c n,P ≤ |T n (X )|.
Further, the sequence of types V = (v 1 , . . . , v d ) ∈ T n 1 (X ) × · · · × T n d (X ) is called a conditional type for x n when the type of x n is ( n 1 n , . . . , n d n ) [2] . We denote the set of conditional types for x n by V (x n , X ). For any conditional type V for x n , we define the subset of X n :
The empirical distribution of
where P is the empirical distribution of x n .
According to Csiszár and Körner [2] , the proposed code is constructed as follows. The main point of this section is to establish that Csiszár-Körner's Packing lemma provides a code whose performance is essentially equivalent to the average performance of random coding in the sense of (18).
Lemma 2: For a positive number δ > 0, a type P ∈ T n (X ), and a real positive number R < H(P ), there exist M n := e n(R−δ) distinct elementsM n := {E n,P,R (1), . . . , E n,P,R (M n )} ⊂ T P such that their empirical distributions are P and
This lemma can be shown by substituting the identical map intoV in Lemma 5.1 in Csiszár and Körner [2] , which is known as the Packing lemma. Since Csiszár and Körner proved Lemma 5.1 using the random coding method, we can replace δ by n − 3 4 . That is, there exist M n := e nR−n 1 4 distinct elementsM n := {E n,P,R (1), . . . , E n,P,R (M n )} ⊂ T P such that the empirical distributions of E n,P,R (1), . . . , E n,P,R (M n ) are P and
for x n ∈M n ⊂ T P and V ∈ V (x n , X ). Using the argument, we define our universal encoder E n,P,R 1 . Note that this encoderM n does not depend on the output system because the employed Packing lemma treats the conditional types from the input system to the input system. Now, we transform the property (17) to a more useful form.
Using the encoderM n , we can define the distribution PM n as PM n (x n ) :=
1 Mn
x n ∈M n 0 x n / ∈M n .
For any x n ∈ X n , we define an invariant subgroup S x n ⊂ S n :
when the conditional type V is not identical, where (a) and (b) follow from (17) and (15) , respectively. Relation (18) holds for any x ′ n ( = x n ) ∈ T P because there exists a conditional type V such that x ′ n ∈ T V (x n ) and V is not identical.
IV. α-VERSION OF CLARKE-BARRON FORMULA For a given element x ∈ X , we focus on an exponential family W θ,x (y) = W 0,x (y)e k j=1 θ j g j,x (y)−φx(θ) with generators g j,x (y). Then, we consider the logarithmic derivatives l θ,x (y) := (l θ,x,1 (y), . . . , l θ,x,k (y)), where
The Fisher information matrix J θ,i,j is given as
Here, we have
which is independent of y. For a given distribution w on the parameter space Θ, we consider the mixture distribution Q n w,x (y n ) := Θ W n θ,(x,...,x) (y n )w(dθ). As α-version of Clarke-Barron formula, we have the following lemma. Lemma 3: An exponential family {W θ,x } satisfies that
Proof: Define l θ,j;n (y n ) :
Since W θ,x is an exponential family, we have
In the following discussion, we employ Laplace approximation. To use Taylor expansion at θ 0 , we choose θ 1 (θ) between θ and θ 0 . Then, we have
where the final equation follows from the properties of l θ;n (y n ) := (l θ,j;n (y n )) and the matrix J θ .
Next, for an arbitrary ǫ > 0, we choose a neighbor hood U θ 0 ,δ := {θ| θ − θ 0 ≤ δ} such that J θ ≤ J θ 0 (1 + ǫ) and w(θ) ≥ w(θ 0 )(1 − ǫ) for θ ∈ U θ 0 ,δ . For θ ∈ U θ 0 ,δ , we have
Then, we focus on the set B y n := {z ∈ R k |z T l θ 0 ;n (y n ) ≥ 0, z ≤ 1} for y n . For n ≥ 1
where (a), (b), (c), and (d) follow from (26) and (27), the relation z = √ n(θ − θ 0 ), the relation n ≥ 1 δ 2 , and the relation J θ 0 ≥ z T J θ 0 z for z ≤ 1, respectively. The inequality (e) is shown because the volume of B y n is π k 2 2Γ( k 2 +1) . Therefore, for n ≥ 1 δ 2 , using (29) we have
Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary, we have , which implies (23).
Next, for a deeper analysis for proving (22) , we fix an arbitrary small real number ǫ > 0. Then, we choose a sufficiently large real number R and a large integer N 1 such that
for n ≥ N 1 , where C n := {y n | l θ 0 ;n (y n ) < R}. Then, we evaluate Q n w,x (y n ) W n θ 0 ,(x,...,x) (y n ) under the assumption l θ 0 ;n (y n ) < R as follows. Then, we can choose sufficiently large N 2 such that
for n ≥ N 2 and y n satisfying that l θ 0 ;n (y n ) < R because the limit of LHS of (32) is
Thus, when n ≥ N 2 , we have
where (a), (b), and (c) follow from (26) and (28), the relation z = √ n(θ − θ 0 ), and (32). Now, we introduce a notation. For a distribution P , a subset S of the probability space, and a random variable X, we denote the value S X(ω)P (dω) by E P |S [X]. Therefore, using this notation, we have
Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary, we have lim n→∞ n −s k 2 e sD 1+s (W n θ 0 ,(x,...,x) Q n w,x )
which implies (22) .
V. UNIVERSAL DECODER In this section, for a given number R > 0 and a distribution P on X , we define our universal decoder for our universal encoder E n,P,R given in Section III by using the type P = ( n 1 n , . . . , n d n ). we choose prior distributions w x and w P on Θ for x ∈ X and a distribution P on X , respectively. Q (n) P is defined to be Q n w P ,P . For a given x n ∈ T P , we define the distribution Q (n)
x n on Y n as follows. First, for simplicity, we consider the case when x ′ n = (1, . . . , 1 n 1 , 2, . . . , 2 n 2 , . . . , d, . . . , d n d ) ∈ T P . In this case, Q (n)
x ′n (y n ) is defined as Q n 1 w 1 ,1 × Q n 2 w 1 ,2 × · · · × Q n d w d ,d . For a general element x n ∈ T P , the distribution Q (n) x n on Y n is defined by the permuted distribution of Q (n)
x ′n by the application of the permutation converting x ′ n to x n . Therefore, for x n ∈ T P , Lemma 3 guarantees that
By defining Q (n)
x n , the information processing inequality for relative Rényi entropy yields that D 1+s (W n θ · T T P Q (n)
Then, we define the subsetD
Then, given a given number R 1 > R and an element i ∈ M n , we define the subset D i :=D E n,P,R (i) \ ∪ i−1 j=1D E n,P,R (i) , inductively. Finally, we define our universal decoder D n,P,R,R 1 as D −1 n,P,R,R 1 (i) := D i and our universal code Φ n,P,R,R 1 := (e nR−n 1 4 , E n,P,R , D n,P,R,R 1 ).
VI. ERROR EXPONENT
In this section, we will show that the code Φ n,P,R,R 1 satisfies that lim n→∞ −1 n log e θ (Φ n,P,R,R 1 ) ≥ min( max
First, we have
M n (W n θ,E n,P,R (i) (D c E n,P,R (i) ) + Mn j=1 1 M n i =j W n θ,E n,P,R (i) (D E n,P,R (j) )).
In the following, we evaluate the first term of (41). Any element x n ∈ T P satisfies that W n θ,x n (D c x n ) =W n θ,x n ({y n |Q (n)
x n (y n ) < e nR 1 Q (n) P (y n )}) ≤W n θ,x n ({y n |W n θ,x n (y n ) < e n(R 1 +δ) Q (n) P (y n )}) + W n θ,x n ({y n |W n θ,x n (y n ) > Q (n)
x n (y n )e nδ }).
Since W n θ,x n ({y n |W n θ,x n (y n ) > Q (n)
(37) implies that
x n (y n )e nδ })
Since s ′ is arbitrary, we have lim n→∞ − 1 n log W n θ,x n ({y n |Q (n)
x n (y n ) > W n θ,x n (y n )e nδ }) = ∞.
On the other hand, any element x n ∈ T P satisfies that W n θ,x n ({y n |W n θ,x n (y n ) < e n(R 1 +δ) Q (n)
where (a) follows from the relation W n θ,x n (y n ) 1−s e ns(R 1 +δ) Q (n) P (y n ) s = W n θ,x n′ (y n ) 1−s e ns(R 1 +δ) Q (n) P (y n ) s with x n′ = x n ∈ T P , and (b) and (c) follow from (16) and the Hölder inequality, respectively. Thus, we have
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, we have
Next, we proceed to the second term of (41). In the following, we simplify W θ · P to be W θ,P .
c n,P Mn j=1 W n θ · P T P {y n |W n θ · P T P (y n ) > e nδ Q c n,P M n W n θ · P T P {y n |Q (n) P (y n ) > e nδ W n θ · P T P (y n )} = e n 1 4
where (a) follows from the relation W n θ,g(E n,P,R (i)) (D E n,P,R 1 (j) ) = W n θ,E n,P,R (i) (D E n,P,R 1 (j) ) for g ∈ S E n,P,R (j) and (b) follows from (18) .
Since W n θ · P T P {y n |Q (n) P (y n ) > e nδ W n θ · P T P (y n )} satisfies the same condition as (45) due to (38),
c n,P M n W n θ · P T P {y n |Q 
Combining (41), (47), and (51), we obtain (40).
VII. SECOND ORDER To satisfy the condition of Theorem 2, we modify the encoder given in Section III and the decoder given in Section V as follows. For our encoder, we choose R to be R * 1 + R * 2 √ n , and for our decoder, we choose R 1 to be R * 1 + R * 2 √ n + 1 n 2/3 . The modified code is denoted by Φ n,P,R * 1 ,R * 2 . When I(P, W θ ) > R * 1 , we can show (7) in the same way as Section VI. So, in the following, we will show that the code Φ n,P,R * 1 ,R * 2 satisfies (8) when I(P, W θ ) = R * 1 . We evaluate the first and the second terms in (41) separately. First, we evaluate the first term in (41). For an arbitrary δ 2 > 0, we substitute δ 2 / √ n into δ in (42). Similar to (44), we can show
which implies that the second term in (42) goes to zero. Further, for an arbitrary δ 3 > 0
We also have W n θ,x n ({y n |W n θ,P (y n ) < e − √ nδ 3 Q (n)
≤|T n (X )|
x n′ ∈X n P n (x)W n θ,x n′ ({y n |W n θ,P (y n ) < e − √ nδ 3 Q (n) P (y n )})
=|T n (X )|W n θ,P ({y n |W n θ,P (y n ) < e − √ nδ 3 Q (n)
Due to the central limit theorem, any element x n ∈ T P satisfies that W n θ,x n ({y n |W n θ,x n (y n ) < e nR *
Therefore, due to (53), (54), and (55), the first term in (41) with δ = δ 2 / √ n converges to RHS of (55) Therefore, (41) yields that lim n→∞ W n θ,x n (D c x n ) ≤ 
Here, we choose s to be 1 n+1 . Since (23) implies VIII. CONCLUSION We have proposed a universal channel coding for an exponential family of channels with continuous output system. Although our encoder is the same as the encoder given in the previous paper [3] , we cannot directly apply the decoder given in [3] because it is not easy to make a distribution that universally approximates any independent and identical distribution in the sense of maximum relative entropy in the continuous system. To overcome the difficulty, we have invented a α-version of Rényi divergence version of Clarke and Barron's formula for Bayesian average distribution. That is, we have shown that the Bayesian average distribution well approximates any independent and identical distribution in the sense of α-Rényi divergence. Then, we have made our universal decoder by applying the information spectrum method to the Bayesian average distribution. We have lower bounded the error exponent of our universal code, which implies that our code attains the mutual information rate. Since our approach covers the discrete and continuous cases and the exponential and the second-order type evaluations for the decoding error probability, our method provides a unified viewpoint for the universal channel coding, which is an advantages over the existing studies [2] , [11] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [22] .
